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Chapter 3581 

The Glorian Order 

Gloria had managed to level up after devouring the spiritual ley lines of the two major deviant clans. 

However, she did not set off to seek vengeance right away. Instead, she headed to Corpse Pit first. 

Bone Grandmaster had gathered all the members of the Glorian Order there as per Gloria’s instruction. 

Countless people filled Corpse Pit, and there was no end in sight. 

Gloria floated above the pit. A black ball of energy surrounded her, making her appear as if she was a 

deity descended from the heavens. 

Bone Grandmaster and Xylas were the first to kneel and greet her. 

“Welcome, Lord Gloria.” 

The others threw themselves onto the floor as the two greeted Gloria. 

“Lord Gloria, we wish to be under your brilliant reign and be part of the unified world order for 

generations to come,” they said in reverence. 

Gloria slowly descended from the skies as she released the spiritual energy in her body. 

A formidable aura and energy exuded from her body and spread into the air. 

Her followers shook as they came into contact with her spiritual energy. The storm of energy made it 

difficult for them to breathe. 

her spiritual energy after 

with just a hint 

it was, her tone was commanding, and it did not leave any 

only 

“Thank you, Lord Gloria.” 

them and slowly rose. 

they immediately retracted their gazes upon sensing the 

the imminent threats of death directed 

they immediately lowered their heads, and only then 

seen during the glimpse—the slender and graceful 

she was surrounded by clouds of terrifying aura, and they could not discern 

the highest order of cultivation, and it is time I unveil the 



wise, Lord Gloria!” everyone 

forces that you can. I will assign missions for all of you soonest. The mere mention of the Glorian Order 

will incite fear in people’s hearts by then!” Gloria said 

“Yes, Lord Gloria!” 

“Great. You may leave.” 

of the Glorian Order retreated 

my friends doing?” Gloria asked as she made her 

holding on,” Xylas 

a visit. Guard the door,” Gloria said as she headed toward Corpse Pit’s 

stone door was opened, a dozen people locked inside the 

Sonja, Ralph, Kato, and Eusof, 

assumed that it was the guard delivering food to them as 

Chapter 3582 

Gloria Begins To Act 

“You should feel honored because your spiritual bones and I have become one, shouldn’t you?” Gloria 

smirked. 

Honored? 

The Top Ten glared at her with exasperation. 

Who would feel honored under such circumstances? 

“Now that I’ve established the Glorian Order, you should witness how I dominate the world!” Gloria 

said, her smile widening. 

A great sense of satisfaction overwhelmed her when she saw rage and despair written all over the Top 

Ten’s faces. 

Despite how high and mighty you used to be, you’ve become my prisoners in the end! 

The Top Ten gritted their teeth in anger, but they couldn’t do anything. 

Considering Gloria’s current prowess, the Top Ten would be defeated instantly even if they joined forces 

at the peak of their powers. 

Ten were no different from any ordinary people with their spiritual bones extracted and 

now if Gloria didn’t have the bizarre hobby of letting 

despair filled the 



they now 

the way, Sonja. You must stay alive! You’re probably the first witness of my feat. You must be happy 

with how powerful I’ve become, right? Don’t be mad. After all, your anger won’t make 

gently lifted her finger, Sonja’s chin was 

teeth, Sonja wished she could spring upon Gloria 

up and 

Gloria’s prowess earlier, Sonja figured she wouldn’t even be able to touch Gloria’s sleeve even if 

world! I might spare your 

Gloria walked toward Eusof 

Eusof, are 

dead yet because of the 

Gloria’s 

man, who was supposed to be in charge of the Holy Guild and the Ecclesiastic Order, to watch as 

kill me!” Eusof begged 

had lost his last glimpse of hope after 

he could seemingly imagine the devastating moment 

that he was immensely proud of would be ruined by 

no. I won’t kill you, at least not now. I want you to witness how I 

Chapter 3583 

Why Is She So Powerful 

Soon, the Glorian Order’s followers arrived from different places and waited for the next instruction. 

Early in the morning, Gloria personally led her army to attack Yartran. 

Due to the irreconcilable difference in might, the Glorian Order penetrated Yartran at lightning speed 

and soon arrived at its base. 

The fighting outside Yartran’s base lasted not more than fifteen minutes. 

Meanwhile, Yartran received information from its spies as soon as the war started. 

Initially, Yartran’s council members expected their forces outside the base to withstand the Glorian 

Order’s attack for some time. 

Hence, they were shocked upon knowing the Glorian Order had defeated their forces in such a short 

time. 



Left with no choice, the leader of Yartran ordered the launching of the country’s defense system. 

In the next instant, the ground shook, and an invisible energy shield surrounded the entire Yartran. 

One could see terrifying energy and ancient letters floating around the shield. 

It was the trump card of Yartran. 

Back then, even Levi couldn’t destroy it with full force. 

However, the truth was Levi didn’t use all his might. 

assured that they won’t 

Yartran were confident about 

shield did pose a 

after throwing 

moment, Gloria happened 

my incompetence. I can’t break the shield,” Xylas 

replied coldly, “Let me 

advise you not to waste your energy. After all, even Erudia’s God 

device, it echoed throughout the air for 

to use the opportunity to deter 

Is that so? This 

Gloria’s interest was piqued. 

to test the toughness of the shield by gradually increasing 

her might to shatter the shield 

Order, stand down,” Gloria 

tens of thousands of her followers retreated hundreds 

a horrifying surge of power, so much so that even the followers 

juncture, everyone was shocked by 

glad to have followed such a 

Buzz… Buzz… 

Gloria stood and 

of thick obsidian energy spread throughout the land as if it 

want to see whether this energy shield can withstand my 



obsidian energy merged into a swordlike 

Swoosh! 

Chapter 3584 

Yartran Is Eliminated 

The terrifying energy spread across the land and filled the hearts of everyone in Yartran. 

Despite being surrounded by the supposedly impregnable shield, the people of Yartran were 

overwhelmed by the horrifying energy and started gasping for air. 

It was as though their bodies were about to be torn apart by the obsidian energy. 

“Danger! Danger! Danger!” 

The central control panel of Yartran’s energy shield kept sounding warnings. 

The device could calculate the extent of the threat to the energy shield based on the amount of energy 

outside. 

Hence, the system automatically launched its most powerful defense system and continued to thicken 

the shield. 

At the same time, it was connected to one end of the super-spiritual ley line and kept absorbing energy 

frantically. In the end, the energy transformed into the outer layer of the shield. 

Bang! 

With an earth-shattering explosion, the energy shield also shook intensely. 

Waves of energy spread across the land of Yartran as soon as the swordlike obsidian energy landed on 

the shield. 

It was terrifying. 

was not 

swordlike energy continued to cut 

Crack! 

later, cracks emerged on the 

“F*ck! This is impossible!” 

people of Yartran looked at it 

with all his 

were in a daze, the land shook violently 

as if Yartran was 



cracks formed on the 

the shield 

Crack! 

shattered, the 

formed a deep crevice on the ground in Yartran’s 

the energy waves spread across the base and 

numerous 

defense system isn’t so impressive, after all!” Levitating in the air, Gloria said and gazed at Yartran’s 

base with 

members of Yartran had mentioned that even Levi failed to penetrate the energy shield with 

shattered the shield at once with full force. It 

to be stronger than 

resisted her desire to burst into laughter and instructed 

destroyed, Gloria knew many 

Chapter 3585 

Where Is The Minister 

News about the Glorian Order destroying Yartran with the blitzkrieg tactic traveled to every corner of 

the world quickly. 

When Levi received the news that the mysterious woman had shattered Yartran’s energy shield, he 

couldn’t help but feel dumbfounded. 

Understandably, Gloria’s feat attracted his attention. 

After all, he had to use almost all of his strength to break the shield in the past. 

Even though Levi had elevated his power recently, he thought the mysterious woman’s power couldn’t 

be underestimated. 

“I might be the only one who can be her opponent!” 

Levi massaged his head as it started to hurt. 

He couldn’t stay by the side of his family and friends all day. 

If the mysterious force attacked his base, the mysterious woman only had to stall him to let Xylas and 

other elites slaughter his men. 

Furthermore, compared to Yartran’s energy shield, the base’s defensive formation was much weaker. 



powerful as the mysterious woman could effortlessly destroy the defensive 

one option—transfer everyone 

feel an imminent and unprecedented sense 

could imagine how panicked those in the base and the underground 

like Yartran has been destroyed within half an hour. I can 

defense system can’t 

long as Boss is here, the mysterious 

that, everyone couldn’t help but have 

the mysterious woman? Let’s say her power is on par with Levi’s. However, if she stalls him, who else 

spread around, 

Order also 

all knew how powerful Yartran used 

when the Ecclesiastic Order was at its peak, they still 

her followers destroy Yartran in less than 

believe the 

been severely undermined, for the 

we even 

has it that Yartran had a state-of-the-art defense 

Compared to that, the Ecclesiastic Order’s defensive formation isn’t worth 

to live in fear if the Minister is 

do you think 

Chapter 3586 

The Spiritual Ley Line Of Yartran 

While everyone felt an increasing sense of danger, even the Acting Minister’s confidence was shaken. 

Miles away, a massacre ensued after Gloria conquered Yartran. 

Xylas, the remaining descendant of the two deviant clans, fully displayed his merciless nature in the 

massacre. 

There were many members in Yartran’s base. More than half were slaughtered, while the remaining 

members gave up and stopped resisting. 



The remaining dozens of council members were also captured. 

At that moment, they kneeled and begged for Gloria’s mercy. 

In exchange for their lives, they were willing to give Gloria the top secret of Yartran—the location of the 

super-spiritual ley line that Yartran depended on for survival. 

Although Gloria was excited about it, she pretended to be nonchalant. “The information is not enough 

to buy all of your lives.” 

alive, Yartran’s council members then offered her their magical 

smile once she saw the pile 

keep your corpses intact. Xylas, kill everyone except the president. Of course, remember not to waste 

their energy 

lips and responded respectfully, 

headed to the spiritual ley line of Yartran 

the president was terrified by Gloria’s power, he dared not 

such, he led her straight 

at the sight of the super-spiritual ley line, for it 

down, she thought it was even more terrifying than the spiritual ley line that the 

a super-spiritual ley line would solidify into a 

ley line and even the spiritual energy around it 

purer than the spiritual energy we usually extract using 

that moment, Gloria’s eyes were gleaming. She couldn’t wait to absorb the energy of the spiritual 

ley lines vary 

about spiritual ley lines written in the Ecclesiastic 

spiritual ley lines varied in levels, yet they couldn’t categorize them in 

ancestors could do was gloss 

Chapter 3587 

Three Hundred Fatalis Warriors 

Gloria quickly headed toward the super-spiritual ley line, for she couldn’t wait to absorb its energy. 

“How much progress will I make once I finish absorbing this spiritual ley line?” 

After Gloria finished murmuring to herself, she swiftly wielded her devouring technique. 



What happened next stupefied her—the process abruptly halted after she absorbed just a little spiritual 

energy. 

Have I reached my limit? Can I not elevate my power anymore? 

Gloria couldn’t help but feel disappointed. 

Even though she knew she was already invincible even without the additional spiritual energy, her greed 

was endless. 

She still desired to achieve more, although she was now in a class of her own. 

“What a waste if I can’t devour such an enormous spiritual ley line!” 

Gloria refused to give up and frantically looked for ways to devour the spiritual ley line. 

several times to look for 

effort was to no avail, even after she studied tirelessly for three 

it! There must be 

that juncture, Gloria 

she probably has a way to increase the threshold of devouring energy. Well, it seems like my plan to 

up 

energy of dozens of 

devour the 

expected, Xylas’ power elevated to the next level once he 

that d*mned girl in seconds if I meet her again!” Xylas’ confidence 

Grandmaster and Xylas cleaned up the mess in Yatran under 

who were captured chose 

Glorian Order grew larger 

smaller forces, such 

the Glorian Order had attracted more than 

Glorian Order became the most talked-about organization across 

Gloria hand-picked three hundred Fatalis Warriors and taught them 

was a simplified version of Xylas’ cultivation technique, which could elevate 

the technique had a lower threshold of 

Achilles’ heel in the technique, for she didn’t want the Fatalis Warriors 



me. As for the power in it, feel 

Chapter 3588 

Assault On The Base 

Phew! Levi let out an extended exhalation. 

It looks as if the mysterious woman’s ability to attain progression through devouring may have peaked. 

“This means that it isn’t the end of the road for us just yet.” 

With that in view, his confidence had received another considerable boost. 

“In any case, you have to continue to stay vigilant, Mr. Garrison. Word has it that this faction is currently 

amassing its forces. It’s highly possible that they might be planning to hit your base directly.” 

When the agents from Black Hawk checked in with updates again, Levi expressed certitude that his 

defensive schemes were already at an optimum state. 

Thus, he was not too concerned about that. 

Should the worst come to bear, I can still send my family, friends, and apprentices down to seek refuge 

in the safety of the underground defensive base. 

Following that, Levi got in touch with the Ecclesiastic Order to establish lines of communication, and he 

was explicit in stressing the importance of the immediate sharing of any intel pertaining to the 

mysterious woman. 

the Acting 

to cultivate his foundational technique as 

had not been resting on their laurels either, and their continued efforts 

Wolden, the leader of West Pavilion. Callahan was similarly besotted with 

instrumental in his role of connecting 

during that stretch when Gloria was away from West Pavilion, Callahan’s 

grasp, Azure Dragon and his crew promptly sought out Floyd in order to seek 

made no attempt to deny the fact that Gloria had been keeping 

been manipulating Floyd all this while,” said Phoenix in a 

likely to have been an information leak on the part of Floyd that led to Callahan’s unexpectedly taking of 

his own 

and the others concurred with 

midst of delving into investigations on him, the latter 

notwithstanding, Callahan had also destroyed many classified materials prior 



it could have been dismissed as mere happenstance, but a 

as far 

least, they were able to establish that Floyd had inadvertently fed information to Gloria, which, in turn, 

led to Gloria going to Callahan and commanding him to immediately end his 

the incident in which that mysterious woman similarly managed to turn tail and flee at 

would account for those multiple leaks ranging from the base’s location to Forlevia’s technique, as well 

by accident or intent, they must all have 

Chapter 3589 

Position Compromised 

That voice could not have been more familiar to the masses present. 

Xylas Geurin! 

To them, that meant that that sadistic monster had returned. 

Everyone was gripped by sheer panic. 

With the lightning-quick sacking of Yartran from a few days ago still fresh on their minds, they would not 

have been as fearful had Levi been around presiding over things. 

Could it be merely coincidental that Xylas should show up the second Levi left? No, that’s impossible! 

There has to be a spy among us. 

That line of thinking only served to compound the unease that many of them felt inside. 

“Just stay calm, everyone, and follow me down to the underground defensive base.” 

The Azure Dragon quintet took the lead to migrate the group as Levi had instructed earlier. 

Should they be attacked by powerful enemies while Levi was away, they were to avoid needless 

confrontation by swiftly relocating to the defensive base instead. 

best way by which they could conserve their 

the other side, the dozens of Fatalis Warriors were working tirelessly, embarking on a savage 

bombardment of the base’s exterior 

up with Levi’s personal input, the difference in their potency was apparent to see. So how could they 

possibly hope 

“Out of the way!” 

up his technique, Xylas unleashed a torrential surge of energy upon 

Boom! 

fissures started to show up 



“Shatter!” 

punches once again, Xylas decimated the formation asudden and revealed the underlying appearance of 

the base in full 

no one inside, 

Warriors went on to comb through the place without 

provided him with the exact location of the defensive base. “Do they really think I’d not be able to find 

them by crawling back into their sewer hole? 

base, Azure Dragon and the others were in 

second they came under threat, but they were 

their devices had failed to send out any signals, and that sent 

safe so long 

faded out, the lot of them suddenly felt a brief tremor that ran across the roof of 

“What’s going on here?” 

initial bewilderment, they then realized that someone must be attacking the 

the frightening sound of 

Chapter 3590 

Too Late For Regrets 

But how would Xylas know that if it wasn’t Floyd who told him? This doesn’t make sense! 

Boom! A deafening noise echoed throughout the area as the defensive formation in the underground 

base suddenly collapsed. 

Due to the secretive nature of the underground base, those on the outside had no way of pinpointing its 

exact location. 

As such, Levi didn’t bother to set up a particularly strong defensive formation. 

“You guys are nothing but a bunch of weaklings! You can’t hide from me!” Xylas shouted as he led the 

charge with dozens of Fatalis Warriors following closely behind. 

“I’ll handle Xylas. Be careful when you’re fighting the others!” Forlevia said bravely before joining the 

battle. 

Being the strongest member of the group, it was only natural for her to take Xylas on. 

To send anyone else after him would be no different from sending them to their death. 

Therefore, having Forlevia fight Xylas was the only way to minimize unnecessary casualties. 

Xylas laughed maniacally when he saw her. “You think you can stop me, little girl?” 



the crap! Let’s 

she could clearly 

significantly greater than when they last 

wish of yours!” Xylas shouted as he 

and absorbed the spiritual energy from 

used any fancy tricks as they fought each 

fight and keep 

when she barely avoided 

a hand, but the Fatalis Warriors were too 

the Fatalis Warriors still had the 

Dragon, and the others sustained 

defend themselves, let alone back 

he punched at Forlevia, shattering 

in time, she was sent flying backward from 

Spurt! 

she coughed up a mouthful 

felt their hearts sink when they 

has fallen, then what chance do we have at surviving this onslaught? How should we even fight 

simply checked the time and called out to 

Warriors then withdrew from battle without 

in a complete mess, and they had sustained 


